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The efficiency in estimating the mean of a weakly stationary process is investigated. Estimators M~ are 
optimum provided the spectral density has a zero in t = 0 of order A. Here we study the asymptotic 
behavior of M~ in case the spectral density has a zero in t = 0 of order different from A. In particular 
we prove that M~ are optimum if A is greater than this order. 
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Introduction 
The arithmetic mean is commonly used in order to estimate the mean of a weakly 
stationary process though this estimator is in general not optimal. In [6] is suggested 
to use M~ defined below for estimating the mean of a weakly stationary process. 
Among all linear unbiased estimators these estimators are optimum with respect to 
the mean-squared error, if the spectral measure f.L has the form 
df.J,(t) = c(l-cos t)A dt 
with c, A> 0, see [6, Theorem 3] and of asymptotical optimum, if the spectral 
measure f.L has the form 
df.J, ( t) = g( cos t)(l- cos t),\ dt, 
where A>O and g:[-1, l]~[o,oo) is a continuous function with g(l)¥0, having 
at most finitely many zeros of finite order each, see [ 6, Theorem 5]. 
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The purpose of this note is to investigate the asymptotic behavior of the mean 
estimators M~ when the spectral measure JL has the form 
dj.t(t) = g(cos t)(1-cos t)P dt, 
where p ,c. A and g is a function as above with g(l) ,c. 0. Results on this topic are 
important for application, since the spectral measure is, as a rule, unknown. 
Nevertheless, in concrete applications, in particular in ARMA processes, the form 
of JL is known and can be written as in the expression above, however, with unknown 
function g and unknown parameter p ;;,: 0. For p = 1 the estimator M ~ and a related 
estimator, the parabolic one, are studied in [7]. We refer also to [2, Chapter 3, 
Experiment 1]. 
Throughout this paper (Xn)nEZ will be a weakly stationary stochastic process with 
mean M and spectral measure JL· In [ 6] we suggested to use M~, A ;;,: 0, for estimating 
the mean of a weakly stationary process (Xn) nEZ, where the M~ are defined as 
n 
M~ = I f3~.kxk 
k~-n 
with 
A (2n)! n 2j+A (A)j+k(A)J-k f3n.k=(2A+2)2nj~k-A- (}+k)!(j-k)! {3~,-k (1) 
for k = 0, ... , n. 
Furthermore, if A > 0 is integer-valued we have 
A (2n)! nA (( ")2 e) 
f3 n,k = (2A + 2)2n(A !? i~t n +I - (2) 
for k = -n, ... , n, see [6, Remark (2)]. If A= 0, the coefficients f3~.k reduce to 
1/ (2n + 1), i.e. M~ is the arithmetic mean estimator. 
From [6] we use the following notations and facts: (P~)nEI"o denotes the sequence 
of Jacobi polynomials orthogonal on [ -1, 1] with respect to the measure dvA(x) = 
(1-x)A- 112(1 +x)- 112 dx, normalized such that P~(l) = 1. In addition, hA(n) gives 
the corresponding Haar weights, i.e. hA(n) = (J~ 1 (P~(x) ) 2 dvA (x)) - 1• The general-
izations of the Dirichlet and Fejer kernels with respect to v, are 
n 
D~(x) = I P~(x)hA(k) 
k~O 
and 
where '*' stands for the hypergroup convolution on N0 induced by the polynomials 
P~(x), see [6] or [ 4], whereas gn = (gn(k)) kENo denotes the sequence taking the value 
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1 for k = 0, ... , n and the value 0 for k = n + 1, .... Subsequently we use that 
gn * gn(O) = kt hA(k) =(A+ ;;;"~!+~)n hA(O), (3) 
ID~(x)i2 = gn * gn(O)F~n(X), (4) r
1 
F~n(x)f(x) dvA(x)=F~" *f(l)~f(l) (5) 
as n ~ oo, for all f E C([ -1, 1]), here'*' denotes the hypergroup convolution on the 
dual space [ -1, 1] induced by the polynomials P~(x), see [6] or [5]. 
1. The case A < p 
Remember that A is the parameter of the mean estimator M~ and p is the parameter 
in the spectral measure dp, ( t) = g( cos t )(I- cos t )P d t, g( 1) ~ 0, g continuous. Note 
that 
where 
. 1 A B~(e 1 ') = Dn(cos t) 
gn * gn(O) 
see [6, Proof of Theorem 5]. Hence by (4), 
ElM~-Ml 2 = ( * 1 ( ))2 f" ID~(cos tW dp,(t) gn gn 0 --rr 
Using (5) we obtain 
lim gn * gn(O) ·ElM~-Ml 2 = 0, 
n~oo 
and (3) finally yields: 
Proposition 1. Let (Xn)nezo be a weakly stationary process with mean M and spectral 
measure fJ. of the kind 
dp,(t)=g(cos t)(l-cos t)P.dt, 
where p "3 0 and g: [ -1, I]~ [0, oo) is a continuous function, g(l) ~ 0. Let M~ denote 
the estimator built up by the {3 ~.k of ( 1). If 0 ~ A < p, we have 
lim n2A+ 1 ·ElM~-Ml2 = 0, 
n~oo 
i.e. 
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Proof. We have to consider only that g" * g"(O) = O(n2A+ 1) by (3) and the 
asymptotics of the Gamma function. 0 
If p -A ;;:: 1 we can improve the statement of Proposition 1. In fact, the mean-
squared error can also be written as 
ElM~-Ml2 = f_'IT'IT I kt b~.kP~(cos t) 12 dJL(t), 
where the coefficients b~.k are given by 
b~,k = hA(k)/ gn * gn(O). 
Now the 'Christoffel-Darboux formula' implies 
D A( ) = P~(x)- P~+ 1 (x) 
n X C , 1-x 
see [6, formula (12)], c a constant independent of x. Hence, (D~(x))ne~'>~o is a 
sequence of polynomials orthogonal with respect to 




Theorem 1. Let ( Xn) nezo be a weakly stationary process with mean M and spectral measure 
dJL(t)=g(cos t)(l-cos t)A+ 1 dt, 
where g(x) is a bounded measurablefunction, nonnegative on [ -1, 1]. Let M~ denote 
the estimator built up by the f3~.k of (1). Then 
ElM~-Ml2 = O(n-2A-2). 
Proof. We have by (6), 
ElM~- Ml2 ~ 2llglloo L1 IP~+ 1 (X)j2 dPA+J(x) = 2llglloo/ hA+I(n), 
thus obtaining 
EIM~-MI2=0(n-2A-2). 0 
For the arithmetic mean M~ the boundedness condition of the function g in 
Theorem 1 can be weakened to absolute integrability. 
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Proposition 2. Let (Xn)nezo be a weakly stationary process with mean M and spectral 
measure 
dJ.L(t) = g(ei')(l-cos t) dt, 
where 
Then 
lim (2n+1? · EIM~-MI2 = llgllt· 
n~oo 
Proof. We have 
EIM~-MI2=-1 - I (1-_l&_)l<k), 2n + 1 k=-2n 2n + 1 
wheref(ei')=g(ei')(l-cos t), and 
](k) =...!._ J1T f(ei') e-ikr dt 
271" -1T 
denotes the kth Fourier coefficient. Since 2}(k)=2·g(k)-g(k-1)-g(k+l), it 
follows 
2(2n+l) · EIM~-MI2 = I (1-_1&_)(2g(k)-g(k-1)-g(k+l)) 
k=-2n 2n + 1 
= -
1
- (2 · g(O)- g( -2n -1)- g(2n + 1)). (7) 2n+l 
By the lemma of Riemann-Lebesgue we obtain 
lim (2n + 1)2 • ElM~-Ml2 = g(O). 
n~oo 
Since g is nonnegative, §(O) = llgll 1 holds. D 
Remark 1. In view of Theorem 1 and Proposition 2 we conjecture that ElM~-Ml2 = 
O(n -lA- 2 ) holds fod> 0, if d.u(t) =g( cost)( 1-cos t)H 1 dt, wheref~"lg( cost) I ( 1-
cos t/' dt < oo. A similar proof as in Proposition 2 using the generalized Fejer sum 
Fin(x) fails because the cancellation used in the derivation of the second equality 
in (7) is not valid for A > 0. 
2. The case A > p 
Since we can use classical Fourier analysis we shall first consider the case of p = 0. 
More exactly, we assume that the spectral measure J.L has the form dJ.L(t) = g(ei') dt, g 
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continuous on [ -1t, 1t( and g( l) ;tO. In spite of being interested mainly in theM~­
estimators we investigate a more general access. Let the linear unbiased estimator for 
the mean be given by 
n 




I f3n.k = 1 and f3n.-k = f3n.k. 
k=-n 
Then 
EIMn- Ml2 = J:1Tj=~2n Cn,j eijt dJL(t), 
where the coefficients cnJ may be calculated by 
n 




For the results of classical Fourier analysis used in the sequel, we refer to [1]. We 
call a family ( Kn ( ei1)) nel\lo of continuous functions on [ -1t, 1t ( an approximate identity 
for C(T), if 
IIKn *f-flloo~O as n~oo 
for any continuous function f on [-'IT, 'IT(. It is known, see [1, Theorem 1.3.5], that 
(Kn(ei'))neNo is an approximate identity for C(T) if and only if 
(a) lim Kn(j) = 1 for allj E .Z, 
n~oo 
(b) IIKn ll1.,.;; M for all n E N0 , 
are valid. 
Theorem 2. Let ( Xn) nezo be a weakly stationary process with mean M and spectral 
measure 
dJL(t) = g(ei') dt, 
g a continuous function on [-'IT, 'IT( and g(l) 'i' 0. Let Mn be defined as in (8) and 
assume that there exists a constant c > 0 such that the family (Kn ( ei')) nENo is an 
approximate identity for C ( T), where the functions Kn ( ei') are specified as 
C . eijr 
"~J 0 j=-2n 
Then the estimators Mn are asymptotically optimal. In fact, 
limn· EIMn -MI2 =! g(l) 
n~oo C 
is valid. 
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Proof. We know from above, 
I 1. I 
= - tm Kn * g(I ) = - g( I ) . 
Cn~= C 
By [3], see also [6, Theorem 2], the optimal estimators (BLUE) converge as n- 1• D 
Considering now the M~-estimators, A EN, we have by (2) and (9), 
c~,J=(cA(n)) 2s~.J• j=-2n, ... ,2n 
with 
(2n)! 
c ( n) - _ ___:.____:.__-::: 
A - (2A + 2)zn(A !)2 
and 
n A 
s~.j= 2: n ((n+i?-e)((n+i)2-(k-IJI)2). 
k~-n+lil i~1 
By asymptotic properties of the Gamma function we obtain 
c n = r(2A+2) (.!.)2A+l+···=G)A+1(.!.)2A+l+··· 
A( ) (r(A+1))222A+1 n A! n 
(for the last equation we used the duplication formula). Further 
s~.J = [I (2~)( -1);-.2-] n4 A+ 1 + · · ·(terms oflower degree). ;~o z 2z + 1 
In fact, fixing j the product-term in s~,j can be written as ( n2 - e)2 A + .... Thus 
s~.j= I I (2~)(-l)in4A-2iei+ .... 
k~-n+IJI ;~o l 
Since for fixed j E 7L one has for growing n, 
I kz; = _2_ n2i+1 + ... 
k~-n+IJI 2i + 1 ' 
we arrive at the leading coefficient in the above representation of s~.J. Jointly we have 
A -1 n4A+1 + • • • 
C n,j = C A --:-:4A--,+72 -+--' n ... 
with 
( A! ) 2(2A (2A) 1 2 )-1 c = -- 2: (-1)--
A mA+l 1 ~0 i 2i+l (10) 
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Now set 
2n 
K~(ei') = c>. · n I cn, 1 e'1' 
j~-2n 
Obviously, (K~)A(j)~1 as n~oo for all jElL. In addition, K~(ei')= 
c>. · nii~~-n f3n,k eik'l 2 is nonnegative, implying II K~ ll1 = (K~)" (0) ~ 1 as n ~ oo. 
Hence, the conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied and we obtain: 
Corollary 1. Let (Xn)nezo be a weakly stationary process with mean M and spectral 
measure 
1 . 
dfl(l) = 27tg(e'') dt, 
g a continuous function on [ -7t, 1t [ and g( 1 ) # 0. For any .A. EN, 
. 1 hm n· EIMn-MI2 =-g(l) 
n-oo ~ 
is true, where c>. is defined in (10). 0 
Finally we approach the case p > 0 and assume now that d~(t) = 
g( cos t)(l- cos t)P dt, p > 0 and g continuous on [ -1, 1], g(l) # 0. We shall use tools 
of the generalized Fourier analysis on [ -1, 1] with respect to the hypergroup structure 
induced by the polynomials P~(x). 
Lemma 1. Let p > 0, A EN. For the generalized Fejer kernels is valid 
rl Fi;A(x) dvp(x) ~ Mp,An 2 A + ... (terms of lower degree), 
where Mp,>. is a constant independent of n. 
Proof. By definition 
g;A(x) = I gn * gn(k) P%+A(x)hp+A(k), 
k~o gn * gn(O) 
where'*' denotes the hypergroup convolution on N0 induced by P~+A(x). From the 
definition of gn * gn(k) immediately follows 
O~gn * gn(k)~gn * gn(O). 
Using the fact that 
n 
I kP =en p+I + · · · (terms of lower degree), (11) 
k~l 
it is sufficient to show 
rl Pf+A(x)hP+A(k) dvp(x) = cp,AeA-l +.'' (12) 
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with cp.A a constant independent of k. Now write Pf+A(x) as a linear combination 
of Pt;(x), ... , Pf(x), i.e. 
k 
Pf+A(x) = 2: ak,JPf(x). 
j~O 
By orthogonality we get 
I
1 
Pf+A(x)hP+A(k) dvp(x) = c · ak,ohp+A(k). 
From Section 1 we remember that P:;:,(x) = D:;:,- 1(x)/ gm * gm(O), i.e. 
1 m 
P:;;(x) = I;'~o hp,-l(j) J~o hp,-l(j)Pj-l(x). 
Because of this we can determine ak.o step by step, starting from J.t = p +A going to 
J.t -A = p. In fact, we calculate 
+A k J,_ 2 hp+A(k) hp+l(jA-1) 
ak,ohP (k)= 2: ···. L ,k hp+A-I(·)···,J,_,hp(·)· .lt~O .IA-t~O '-'i~O l '-'i~O l 
(13) 
But from [6, (13) and (14)] we know 
hp,(m) =2m+~.t 
L~~o p- 1(i) 2~.t -1 
Therefore, (13) together with (11) yields (12) and the assertion of the lemma is 
proved. 0 
Theorem 3. Let (Xn)nezo be a weakly stationary process with mean M and spectral 
measure 
d J.t ( t) = g (cos t) (1 - cos t) p d t, 
p> 0, g a continuous function on [- 1, 1 [ and g( 1) =1- 0. For all A. EN we have 
EIM~+A- Ml2 = O(n-2p-t). 
Proof. We have 
EIM~+A-Ml2 = L~~o h2p+A(k) I 1 Ff;A(x)g(x) dvP(x), 
and from (3) we obtain 
I hp+A(k)=(n~p+1~A(n+p3+~)A I hP(k). 
k~o 2 (p+2)A(p+2L k~o 
Thus 
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where we put 
( ) - 1 p+A ( ) Kn X - ( ) ( 3) F 2n X • 
n+p+1 A n+p+2 A 
With the hypergroup convolution'*' induced by P~(x) on [ -1, 1] we may write 
L
1 
Kn(x)g(x) dvP(x) = Kn * g(l). 
Applying the L 1-norm to ([ -1, 1], v,), i.e. IIJIIJ.p = t 1 lf(x)l dvP(x), 
IKn * g(l)l ~ IIKn * glloo~ llgllcoiiKn lkp 
is valid compare [5, Section 2]. But Lemma 1 yields 
IIKnlll,p~M, 
where M is a constant independent of n. Knowing the asymptotic behavior of 
I:~o hP(k) the assertion of the theorem follows. D 
Remark 2. The methods of approximate identities (Kn) nd\Jo in the context of general-
ized Fourier analysis are available to prove Theorem 3, see [5]. Consequently, it 
would be possible to use methods in analogy to Theorem 2. However, to show that 
the generalized Fourier coefficients Kn(j),j E N0 , tend to 1, is too tedious. The 
drawback of the method of proof applied in Theorem 3 is the lack of knowledge 
in the 'efficiency coefficient'. 
Conclusion 
In (6] is demonstrated that the optimum convergence order of a weakly stationary 
process depends on the order p of the zero in t = 0 of the spectral density; it is 
O(n-lp- 1), and M~ attains this order. Here we explained (Section 2) how this order 
is sustained forM~, A EN, A > p. If A EN, A < p, we proved the order of convergence 
to be O(n-lA-2 ), see Section 1. The results above actually suggest to use 
M~-estimators, at least when the spectral density is small in 1 or possibly equal to 
zero. 
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